2300 RACE ENGINEERING
PRO-PISTONS
3 RING ULTRALIGHT... from $460.00
2300 for 5.2, 5.7, 5.840 & 5.930° Rods.
2500/2700 for 5.700° Rods, 2850 for 5.600° Rods.
All can use thinner metric rings.
ULTIMATE STRUTTED SERIES... $649.00
From 260g, 76g Pins, Gas Pots
WISECO PRO-PISTONS
2300 5.200/5.700° Rod... $299.00
2000-5.700° UltraLight... $479.00
2000 Now uses thinner metric rings
3TC DOME - WITH RINGS... $479.00
22R DOME - WITH RINGS... $479.00
CONNECTING RODS
NEW ULTRALIGHT 5.200”.... $529.00
Only 510 grams, I-Beam Design
SUPERLIGHT H-BEAM... from $499.00
5.700, 5.840” & New 5.930” from $470 grams
MANLEY FORGED L/W... from $399.00
L/W Machined Beams: 5.700/5.840/5.930°
CROWER RODS... from $395.00
5.200/5.700° - Sportsman/Maxx-Lite
CARRILLO ULTRALIGHT... IN STOCK
Profiled beam / low windage design

2300 POWER PARTS
NEW 22R Blocks, Cranks, Kits... CALL
BILLIT 4340 STEEL CRANK... $1525.00
2300-3000cc - Balanced
2300 RACE PREP CRANKS... from $379.00
2500 CRANKS - BALANCED... from $499.00
NEW 2600 ULTRALIGHT CRANKS... $799.00
Large & small mains now available.
2700 ULTRALIGHT CRANKS... $494.00
PISTON/ROD/RING KITS... from $789.00
ENGINE KITS... from $1169.00
2300-2850 / Pistons, Rods, Crank, Bearings
MACHINED BLOCKS... from $899.00
Torque plate machined. Straps available.
SHORT BLOCKS... from $225.00
Several in stock for immediate shipment
NEW MOTORSPORTS BLOCKS... $2299.00
Standard & S” Tall, Bore to 3.940”
BIG STROKER KITS TO 3000cc... CALL
For motorsports Blocks-Super Long Rods
ASSEMBLED MOTORSPORTS BLOCKS... CALL
BILLIT AUX SHAFT... $789.00
New DLC coated retaining plate included
NEW HI-FLOW IRON HEAD... Rare $550.00
Assembled heads available, choice of cam
7mm VALVE TRAIN KIT... from $559.00
UltraLight-Save over 100g per valve. Runs like a ported head..Installation available
ULTRALIGHT ADJ. CAM GEARS... from $89.00
KEVLAR ROUNDED TOOTH BELT... $89.00
630 ROLLER CAM NEW!... $429.00
MAIN BEARING SPACER... $129.00
Install SJ crank in large main block
ANGLE MILLED HEAD STUD KIT... $179.00
STAINLESS HI-FLOW VALVES... $16.50 ea
MLS STEEL HEAD GASKETS... IN STOCK

RUNNING AN IMPORT ENGINE?
Race Engineering stocks a complete line of engine parts for all import engines. We have what you need!

PRO-PISTONS
CP FOR LS + RINGS... from $639.00
305 LIGHT-SPIRINT... $679.00
350 X-LIGHT 4 EYEBROW... $545.00
475g, Metric Rings Included, by CP
WISECO XLS-PRO... $759.00
GFX Rings & Coating Included. FREE GIFT
WISECO PRO-TRU... from $455.00
CP PISTONS... from $639.00
Billet Series includes rings

V8 POWER PARTS
MAHLE MOLY RINGS SETS... from $99.00
MAIN BEARING SPACER... $145.00
Install small main crank in large main block
COMETIC MLS HEAD GASKET... $150.00/pr
NEW KING XP BEARINGS... IN STOCK
CROWER 98g SOLID LIFTERS... $139.00
With Cool Face option

CRANKS & RODS
CALLIES RODS... from $667
CARRILLO RODS... CALL
CROWER RODS... from $588
EAGLE H-BEAM RODS... from $389
MANLEY I BEAM RODS... from $660
MOLNAR H-BEAM BILLER RODS... from $495
MOLNAR SBC L/W BILLER RODS... $545
MOLNAR LS1 BILLER RODS... $529
OLIVER BILLER RODS... from $1280
CALLIES STEEL CRANKSHAFTS... from $779
CALLIES 488 GM CRANK... $949
EAGLE 4340 STEEL CRANKS... CALL
MOLNAR 4340 STEEL CRANKS... from $645
MOLNAR LATE MODEL 50# CRANK... $729
MOLNAR LS 4340 CRANKS... $789
488 SCAT CAST STEEL CRANK... $399
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